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Abstract: We use effective field theory tools to study non-conservative effects in the
gravitational 2-body problem in general spacetime dimension. Using the classical version
of the Closed Time Path formalism, we treat both the radiative gravitational field and
its dynamical sources within a single action principle. New results include the radiation-
reaction effective action in arbitrary dimensions to leading and +1PN orders, as well as
the generalized Quadrupole formula to order +1PN.
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1 Introduction
In [1] an effective field theory (EFT) formalism for the simultaneous, action-level treatment
of radiation and radiation-reaction (RR) effects was developed (see also [2] for a pedagogical
introduction). The EFT was explicitly constructed for systems of localized objects coupled
to scalar, electromagnetic (EM) and gravitational fields. The method was generalized
to arbitrary spacetime dimensions in the scalar and EM cases [3]. In particular, for a
single point particle, it yields the higher-dimensional analogue of the Abraham-Lorentz-
Dirac (ALD) Self-Force (SF). In this article we complete the generalization for General
Relativistic (GR) post-Newtonian (PN) systems in arbitrary dimension by applying our
method and constructing the associated EFT. The GR case is more involved than the
(free) scalar and EM cases in two main respects: first, the higher spin of the gravitational
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field which complicates the construction of gauge-invariant fields and corresponding sources,
both central features of our formalism; and second, the intrinsic non-linearity of GR.
The PN approximation of the gravitational 2-body problem in 4 spacetime dimensions
has been studied, over the past few decades, to very high accuracy (for a wide review of the
field see [4]). The state of the art is the +4PN (corrected to order v8) effective action, re-
cently completed in [5]. Since Goldberger and Rothstein’s groundbreaking paper [6] much
progress was made on the EFT approach to the PN binary problem (including [7–14]); for a
more detailed review section see [1]. Less attention has been given to gravitational radiation
and radiation-reaction in spacetime dimensions other than 41; these will be the focus of this
paper. Although not directly relevant for astrophysical gravitating binaries, we feel that
studying this rather fundamental problem is well-motivated both because an understanding
of a system’s behaviour in general dimension complements and enhances its understanding
in 4d (see for example [19–21]), and because higher-dimensional gravitational scenarios
frequently emerge in theoretical physics, for example in string theory. Gravitational radi-
ation in higher dimensions was treated in [22–24], including in EFT methods. Specifically,
the leading-order expression for gravitational-wave emission in higher dimensions, i.e. the
equivalent of Einstein’s Quadrupole formula [25], was computed. Eq. (4.25) of [24] (also
(38) & (39) of [22]) gives the energy output in gravitational quadrupole radiation in d
dimensions as
dE
dω
= Gd
22−dpi−(d−5)/2d(d− 3)
(d− 2)(d+ 1)Γ [d−12 ] ωd+2 |Qij(ω)|2 . (1.1)
In this paper we develop an effective action for the radiation reaction of gravitation in
general dimension (3.2). From this action we derive both the self-force and the dissipated
power, up to subleading (+1PN) order. At the leading order, the energy output we find
(3.6,3.7) matches exactly the result (1.1). As an additional test of our results at +1PN,
we substituted d = 4 and compared with [1, 26], finding a match.
It is important to stress a relevant qualitative difference between d = 4 and d > 4
spacetime dimensions. For PN astrophysical binaries RR is weak, hence it must influence
the system for a long time for its effect to be significant; this is the case for bound orbits. In
higher dimensions, it is well known that there are no stable bound gravitational orbits for
a binary system of gravitating compact objects2. Nevertheless, high-dimensional systems
can be stabilized by non-gravitational forces (in particular short-range repulsive forces);
RR may also have a substantial effect for trajectories close to the unstable circular orbit,
as well as for systems with more than 2 bodies. As we are neither specifying the sources’
trajectories nor trying to solve for them, the question of binding (and its mechanisms) do
not affect the results of this paper.
1.1 Method
In this work we treat the gravitational 2-body problem in arbitrary spacetime dimension,
and calculate explicitly its radiation source multipoles, the RR effective action and im-
portant physical quantities derivable from it: the outgoing radiation, dissipated energy
1 For earlier work on a fully relativistic treatment of SF for fields of various spin, see [15–18].
2 For point particles, for example, there exist unstable circular orbits.
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Figure 1. The two relevant zones: the system zone is on the left, with a typical stationary-like
field configuration. The radiation zone with its typical out-spiraling waves is on the right.
and RR force acting on the system. Our method [1] divides the problem into 2 zones,
the system zone and the radiation zone (fig.1), each with different enhanced symmetries.
The system zone enjoys approximate stationarity (time independence) since by assumption
all velocities are non-relativistic; we thus use the “Non-Relativistic Gravitational” (NRG)
fields [11] to describe it. The radiation zone enjoys an approximate spherical symmetry,
as from its point of view the system has shrunk to a point. Hence we use gauge-invariant
spherical field variables [27–31] as in [1] and unlike the plane-wave decomposition used
in most previous EFT works [7–10, 14]). An important ingredient of our method is the
matching of these two (system and radiation) zones at the level of the action, using ‘2-way
multipoles’ [1]. These are degrees of freedom we introduce - ‘integrate in’ - to couple the
two zones. From the radiation zone point of view we think of them as sources situated at
the origin while in the system zone view they reside at infinity. At the end of the day we
integrate out (eliminate) all the other degrees of freedom in the problem and remain with
an effective action which is a function of these multipoles precisely. Schwinger-Keldysh
field doubling [32], which was beautifully adapted to the classical context in general in [33]
and was used in studies of the binary problem in [1, 14], is an essential ingredient since it
allows the derivation of dissipative effects from action principles. As we have shown in [3]
and is further exemplified here, a clear advantage of our formalism is its ability to naturally
extend to general spacetime dimensions.
1.2 Conventions and nomenclature
We follow the conventions of [3]. Thus the flat d-dimensional spacetime metric ηµν ’s sig-
nature is mostly plus, and also D := d − 1, dˆ := d − 3. Regarding the dˆ+1 dimensional
unit sphere we define Ωdˆ+1 to be its area; on it gΩΩ′ is the metric, DΩ is the covariant
derivative3, and ∆dˆ+1 = DΩD
Ω is the Laplace-Beltrami operator. The eigenfunctions of
3At some points we will be interested in the covariant derivative with respect to an angular variable Ω
in the full d-dimensional space, and we will mark it DdΩ. DΩ will be reserved for the more common case,
of variation restricted to the Ωdˆ+1 sphere. Likewise the full d-dimensional metric, when it relates spherical
coordinates, will be marked gdΩΩ′ . We note that g
d
ΩΩ′ = r
2gΩΩ′ , where r is the radial coordinate.
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this operator on the dˆ+1 unit sphere will be given by various multipoles enumerated by an
order `; in treating their eigenvalues we shall make use of cs = `(`+ dˆ) and cˆs = cs− (dˆ+1).
We shall designate by  the sector (scalar, vector, tensor) of different multipoles, with either
 ∈ {S, V, T} or  ∈ {0, 1, 2} respectively.
Lower case Greek letters stand for spacetime indices {0..D}, lower case Latin letters
for spatial indices {1..D}, upper case Greek letters for indices on the sphere {1..(dˆ + 1)},
Hebrew letters (ℵ,i) for different vectorial and tensorial multipoles on the sphere, and
upper case Latin letters for spatial multi-indices, i.e. I ≡ I` := (i` . . . i`) where each
ik ∈ {1..D} is an ordinary spatial index, and ` is the number of indices. We use the
multi-index summation convention with implied 1`! ,
PI QI :=
∑
`
PI` QI` :=
∑
`
1
`!
Pi1...i` Qi1...i` , (1.2)
as well as the multi-index delta function defined through δI`J` := `! δi1j1 . . . δi`j` , so that
factors of `! are accounted for automatically.
While as usual c = 1, we specifically wish to keep the gravitational constant in d
dimensions, marked Gd. We choose it and the normalization for the gravitational action
so that the Newtonian potential is always −GdM/rdˆ, and the action is given by (2.1). It
is related to the commonly used constant Gd
4 by Gd =
8pi
(dˆ+1)Ωdˆ+1
Gd. Both definitions
identify for d = 4 [24, 34]. The constant Gd also has units of L
dˆ/M .
We use the convention that the Feynman rules are real [35], as befits a non-quantum
field theory. We also denote ∫∑
,
∫
dω
2pi
∑
L
. (1.3)
2 From Einstein’s Action to Feynman Rules
2.1 Action for metric perturbations
In GR, the action for the metric g˜µν coupled to matter is given by the sum of the Einstein-
Hilbert (EH) Action and a matter term:
S =
∫
ddx
√
−g˜
[
1
2(dˆ+1)Ωdˆ+1Gd
R+ LM
]
, (2.1)
where LM is the matter Lagrangian. We shall calculate the generation and reaction of
Gravitational Waves (GWs) propagating out to infinity in asymptotically flat space, in
spherical coordinates. The metric splits to g˜µν = gµν + hµν , where gµν describes the
background flat spacetime in spherical coordinates5 and hµν is a perturbation on it. The
EH term is the kinetic part of the action, and describes propagation of GWs. The matter
4 In terms of which the overall prefactor of the Einstein-Hilbert action is 1
16piGd
in arbitrary dimension
and black-hole entropy is given by AH
4Gd
.
5 See appendix A; henceforth, covariant derivatives are associated with this metric.
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term describes the generation of GWs from (matter) sources. We expand the kinetic
(source) action to quadratic (linear) order in hµν to find
SEH =
1
4(dˆ+1)Ωdˆ+1Gd
∫
ddx
√−g
[
1
2
hα γ[α; h
β
β];γ + h
γ β
[β; h
α
γ];α
]
, (2.2)
Smat =
∫
ddx
√−g hµνTµν . (2.3)
We use the action composed of (2.2) and (2.3) to construct our far zone action in terms
of spherical variables. As we compute corrections only up to +1PN, and as far zone
nonlinearities enter only at orders higher than +1PN (see discussion in section 3.3), we
need not take them into account here; this justifies expanding the action to quadratic
order in h. The near zone (a.k.a “system zone”) nonlinearities do enter at +1PN, and are
treated in section 2.3.
We use spherical harmonics to decompose the fields and sources to 11 families of fields,
comprised of the 7 scalar families htt, htr, hrr, htS , hrS , hS , h˜S , the 3 vector families htℵ,
hrℵ, hℵ, and the single tensor family hℵi, defined through (see appendix B)
htt =
∫∑
hLωtt nLe
−iωt ,
∫
dω
2pi
∑
L
hLωtt nLe
−iωt ,
htr =
∫∑
hLωtr nLe
−iωt , hrr =
∫∑
hLωrr nLe
−iωt ,
htΩ =
∫∑(
hLωt ∂ΩnL + h
Lω
tℵ n
L
ℵΩ
)
e−iωt , hrΩ =
∫∑(
hLωr ∂ΩnL + h
Lω
rℵ n
L
ℵΩ
)
e−iωt ,
hΩΩ′ =
∫∑[
hLωS n
L
ΩΩ′ + h˜
Lω
S n˜
L
ΩΩ′ + h
Lω
ℵ n
L
ℵΩΩ′ + h
Lω
ℵin
L
ℵiΩΩ′
]
e−iωt , (2.4)
where we use the scalar multipoles nL, the vector multipoles nLℵΩ and the tensor multipoles
nLℵℵ′ΩΩ′ described in appendix B. They are dimensionless and depend only on the angular
coordinates. We shall at times omit L, ω indices for brevity.
Substituting the new fields (2.4) into the homogenous action (2.2) and using the def-
initions (B.4), derivative relations (B.6-B.11) and normalization relations (B.12) we find
the homogenous action decomposes into 3 independent sectors, namely spherical scalar,
vector and tensor. Following [27] we solve for the algebraic fields (one vector and three
scalars) and reduce further over the gauge degrees of freedom (again one free function in
the vector sector and three in the scalar). We are thus left with 3 types of gauge-invariant
master fields, one type in each sector [36–42]; we call them hLω, hLωℵ , h
Lω
ℵi . These appear
in the action in similar forms (see appendix C, in particular (C.5, C.16, C.26)):
SEH =
∫∑ N`,dˆ
8(dˆ+1)Gd
∫
dr r2`+dˆ+1
[
4(dˆ+1)(`−1)`
dˆ(`+dˆ+1)(`+dˆ)
h∗Lh+
4(`−1)(`+dˆ)
(`+dˆ+1)`
h∗ℵLhℵ
+ dˆ2cs(cs−dˆ) h∗ℵiLhℵi
]
, (2.5)
L =
(
ω2 + ∂2r +
2`+ dˆ+ 1
r
∂r
)
, (2.6)
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where N`,dˆ=
Γ(1+dˆ/2)
2` Γ(`+1+dˆ/2)
= dˆ!!
(2`+dˆ)!!
. We note that for d = 4 the scalar and vector expressions
match correspondingly eq. (3.80) of [1]; there is no tensor sector in 4d.
For the inhomogenous (source) part of the action (2.3), we similarly decompose the
sources Tµν to T tt, T tr, T rr, T t, T r, TS , T˜S , T tℵ, T rℵ, Tℵ, Tℵi as in (D.1). Collecting
the sources into the combinations T , T ℵ, T ℵi matching the gauge-invariant master fields
(see appendix D, in particular (D.15-D.18)), we find the action for the interaction of the
fields with their sources is given by (D.14), and the complete action in our gauge-invariant
variables is comprised of three parts
S = SS + SV + ST , (2.7)
where
S =
1
2
∫∑∫
dr
[
N`,dˆ
GdR

`,dˆ
r2`+dˆ+1h∗Lh
 − (h∗T  + c.c.)
]
, (2.8)
for all sectors  ∈ {S, V, T}, and
RS
`,dˆ
=
dˆ(`+dˆ+1)(`+dˆ)
(`−1) ` , R
V
`,dˆ
=
(dˆ+1)(`+dˆ+1)`
2(`−1)(`+dˆ) , R
T
`,dˆ
=
8(dˆ+1)
dˆ2cs(cs−dˆ)
. (2.9)
Variation of (2.8) yields the master wave equation (compare (2.14, 3.18, 3.26) of [3], and
(2.9, 3.8, 3.49, 3.57) of [1]6),
0 =
δS
δhLω∗
=
N`,dˆ
GdR

`,dˆ
r2`+dˆ+1
(
ω2 + ∂2r +
2`+ dˆ+ 1
r
∂r
)
hLω − T Lω . (2.10)
2.2 Feynman Rules - Propagators and Vertices
The solutions to the homogenous part of such wave equations are composed using the
origin-normalized Bessel functions j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr) and h˜
+
`+dˆ/2
(ωr) (see appendix E and [3]).
Hence in the language of Feynman diagrams, we can represent the retarded propagator for
the various waves using the diagram
L r
r′
≡ Gret(r′, r) = −iω2`+dˆ Gd C`,dˆ j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr1) h˜
±
`+dˆ/2
(ωr2) ; (2.11)
with r1 := min{r′, r}, r2 := max{r′, r}, C`,dˆ = M`,dˆR`,dˆ and
M`,dˆ =
pi
2`+1+dˆΓ(1 + dˆ/2) Γ(`+ 1 + dˆ/2)
. (2.12)
In particular M`,dˆ =
[
dˆ!!(2`+ dˆ)!!
]−1
in odd dˆ, M`,dˆ =
pi
2
[
dˆ!!(2`+ dˆ)!!
]−1
in even dˆ.
6 Notice that our subscripts `, dˆ in R
`,dˆ
carry a different meaning than the subscript s in [1]’s Rs. The
s in [1] denotes the field type, which for gravity is always 2; we choose to emphasize the `, dˆ dependence.
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The vertices (source multipole terms) in the radiation zone are found by matching with
the system zone according to the diagrammatic definition
−QLω = := , (2.13)
where the blob on the right hand side means one should sum over all possible near-zone
diagrams with an outgoing radiation leg. From the radiation zone’s point of view the
sources QLω are located at the origin r = 0, hence the radiation zone field can be written
as
h,EFTLω (r) =
r
= −QLω
(
−iω2`+dˆGdC`,dˆ
)
h˜+
`+dˆ/2
(ωr) . (2.14)
On the other hand, in the full theory we may also use spherical waves to obtain the field
outside the source as
hLω(r) = −
∫
dr′ T Lω(r′)Gret(r′, r) (2.15)
= −
[∫
dr′ T Lω(r′)j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr′)
](
−iω2`+dˆGdC`,dˆ
)
h˜+
`+dˆ/2
(ωr).
From the comparison between (2.14,2.16) we read off the source multipoles as
QLω =
∫
drj˜`+dˆ/2(ωr)T Lω(r). (2.16)
Following [1, 26] we call this matching process a “zoom out balayage”7 of the original
source distribution T ω (~r) out to the multipole QLω , carried out through propagation with
j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr). Thus we find both the source vertex and vertex for the doubled (hatted) source,
= −QLω , = −QˆLω ∗ . (2.17)
At this point we first introduce field doubling and employ the classically adapted Closed-
Time-Path formalism; we work in the Keldysh basis. For a detailed description, see [1, 33].
It is worthy to note that the series expansions of both j˜`+dˆ/2 (E.3) and of the sources
T Lω (D.15,D.17,D.18) include only integer powers of ω. This implies analyticity of the
7 French for “sweeping away”; Poincare´ coined the term ([43, 44]), describing the process where a charge
distribution in some spatial region is “swept away” to the boundary of that region, leaving the potential
outside unchanged.
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multipoles Q(ω) as functions of (complex) frequency, for any ` and dˆ, which in turn results
in local-in-time expressions for the time-domain multipoles Q(t) - that is, the multipoles
at a certain time t themselves depend on the energy momentum tensor at the same t alone
and do not contain tails. The effective action Sˆ can still contain tails - this will happen
in the case of non-even dimension [45–47]. Using the inverse transformations (D.2-D.5),
source terms (D.15-D.18), integration by parts and the modified Bessel equation (E.2), we
find the radiation source multipoles in the frequency domain
QLωS =
(dˆ+1)`
dˆcs(`+dˆ+1)
∫
dDxxLSTF
[
dˆ T ttω
(
cs
dˆ+ 1
+`+dˆ−ω
2r2
dˆ
+ r∂r
)
+2iωr T trω
(
`+dˆ+1 + r∂r
)
+T aaω
(
cs
dˆ+1
+`+dˆ+ r∂r
)
− ω2r2 T rrω
]
j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr) ,
QLωℵ =
2
(D)
ℵabk`
`+dˆ+1
∫
dDx
[
r−(`+dˆ)xbL−1T taω ∂r
(
r`+dˆ+1j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr)
)
+ iωT acω x
bcL−1j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr)
]
,
QLωℵi =
`(`−1)
2

(D)
ℵabk`
(D)
ia′b′k`′
∫
dDxxbb
′L−2T aa
′
ω j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr) . (2.18)
Fourier transforming gives the multipoles in the time domain, recorded explicitly in (4.1,
4.2, 4.3). These may also be written using the dˆ-dimensional generating time-weighted
function δ
`,dˆ
(z) defined in [3] (following the 4d definition [48, 49]), as
QL =
∫
dDxxLSTF
∫ 1
−1
dzδ
`,dˆ
(z)T (~r, u+ zr) . (2.19)
The multipoles represent the gravitational source scalar, vector and tensor multipole mo-
ments. A simple test of substituting d = 4 shows these multipoles coincide (for any `) with
the scalar and vector multipoles given by [1, 26] (see (3.88) and (3.89) of [1]); there is no
tensor sector in 4d. In general d, for a system of N masses at leading PN order (low veloc-
ities, weak potential), the leading multipoles (of order ` = 2, or quadrupole) of each sector
are the mass (scalar, or electric) quadrupole, the gravitational source-current (vector, or
magnetic, +1PN) quadrupole8, and the mass-tensor quadrupole (+2PN), respectively:
QijS →
n∑
A=1
mA
(
xixj − 1
D
δijx2
)
A
, (2.20)
Qijℵ → 2
n∑
A=1
mA
(
xijℵabx
avb
)TF
A
, (2.21)
Qijℵi →
n∑
A=1
mA
(
iℵab x
avbjℵcd x
cvd
)TF
A
. (2.22)
We note again at this point that in order to go beyond the +1PN approximation more
Feynman rules, that correspond to radiation zone interactions, need to be included; see
discussion in sections 2.1 and 3.3.
8 The factor of 2 between the gravitational source current and the mass current, follows app. A.3 of [1].
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2.3 Source Non-linearities
In order to describe the radiative multipoles of a system of masses beyond the leading
orders, we prescribe how the system’s Tµν is given by the masses and their coordinates.
From the inhomogenous coupling (2.3), Tµν is the source for hµν , represented as a 1-pt
diagram (compare [1, 50]),
Tµν(x) := −2 δSeff
δhµν(x)
≡ −2
(
hµν
)
. (2.23)
In the system zone we describe the metric using the three NRG fields hµν ←→
(
φ, ~A,
←→
σ
)
,
defined by
ds2 = e2φ
(
dt− 2 ~A · d~x
)2 − e−2φ/dˆ (δij + σij) dxidxj . (2.24)
This definition almost matches that of [11, 35], but includes a factor of 2 in the defintion
of the coupling of the gravitomagentic vector potential ~A, as introduced in the 4d case in
eq. (A10) of [1]. The corresponding sources are given by Tµν ←→
(
ρφ, ~J,
←→
Σ
)
, defined by
Smat = −ρφ φ+ ~J · ~A− 1
2
Σijσij . (2.25)
This implies
T tt +
1
dˆ
T ii = ρφ = −
( )
,
T ti = J i =
i
,
T ij = −Σij = 2 i j . (2.26)
We refer to ρφ as the gravitational mass density, to ~J as the gravitational source current,
and to Σij the gravitational stress; together they comprise the NRG source fields. We
further mark Σ = Σaa, and note that T tt = ρφ +
1
dˆ
Σ. In terms of these source fields we
re-write the expression for the radiation source multipoles (4.1,4.2,4.3) as follows
QLS =
(dˆ+1)
dˆ(`+dˆ)(`+dˆ+1)
∫
dDxxLSTF
[
dˆ
(
(`+dˆ)(`+dˆ+1)
dˆ+ 1
+ r∂r
)
j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)ρφ
−2r−( +`dˆ)
(
r +`dˆ+1j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)
)′
~x· ~˙J
+j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)
(
r2
(
ρ¨φ +
1
dˆ
Σ¨
)
− xaxb Σ¨ab
)]
,
QLℵ =

(D)
ℵabk`
`+dˆ+1
∫
dDx
[(
r +`dˆ+1j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)
)′ xbL−1
r +`dˆ
Ja + j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)Σ˙
acxbcL−1
]
,
QLℵi = −
`(`−1)
2

(D)
ℵabk`
(D)
ia′b′k`′
∫
dDxxbb
′L−2Σaa
′
(~r, t)j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t) . (2.27)
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We remark that upon substitution of d = 4, equations (2.27) reproduce equations (3.105)
of [1] (using (E.2)). To use the NRG source fields defined in (2.26), we expand the diagrams
perturbatively in PN orders. We now focus on the N -body problem of masses {mA}NA=1
whose trajectories are described by {~xA(t)}NA=1, and influenced by their gravitational in-
teractions. For such systems the gravitational mass density at leading and next to leading
(+1PN) orders is found by Taylor expanding (2.24) and varying w.r.t φ (using (2.25)) to
be
ρφ(~x, t) = −
( )
= −
 + v2 +

=
n∑
A=1
mA δ (~x− ~xA(t))
1 + dˆ+ 2
2 dˆ
v2A(t)−
∑
B 6=A
GdmB
‖~xA(t)−~xB(t)‖dˆ
 . (2.28)
When other (not only gravitational) interactions are involved in maintaing the bound
system (see 1), they also contribute at +1PN. Their potential energy is to be included in
the nonlinear correction (2.28), similarly to its last term (or in its stead, if the gravitational
potential is much weaker then the PN parameter, φgravity  v2 ∼ φother ).
Non-linear contributions to the additional NRG source fields ~J and Σij are to be
derived in similar fashion. As we here calculate only up to +1PN, the leading orders of ~J
and Σij suffice:
~J = 2
n∑
A=1
mA ~vA δ (x− xA) , (2.29)
Σij =
n∑
A=1
mA v
i
A v
j
A δ (x− xA) . (2.30)
These of course match (3.107,3.108) of [1] for dˆ = 1.
3 Application & results
Having set up the apparatus of Feynman rules (by sector  and by multipole order `, in
(2.2)), we now diagramatically construct the RR effective action [1–3]. We expand order
by order in the PN expansion, i.e. in the small parameter v2 ∼ GdM
rdˆ
, and recalling that
ωr ∼ v1/2 counts as half an order. A general contribution to this effective action is given
by a vertex-propagator-vertex diagram,
≡ QLω Gret(r = 0, r′ = 0)QˆLω ∗ = −iω2`+dˆGdC`,dˆQLω QˆLω ∗ + c.c. (3.1)
Below we calculate the RR effective action to the leading and next-to-leading orders; we
then discuss higher order contributions.
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3.1 Leading Order
The only contribution at leading order (LO) is that of the scalar quadrupole (”Mass
Quadrupole”, s=0, `=2, also called E2),
SLOeff,ω = = −iωdˆ+4GdCS2,dˆQ
L2ω
S Qˆ
L2ω
S∗ + c.c.
= −iωdˆ+4Gd pi dˆ(dˆ+3)(dˆ+2)
2dˆ+4 Γ(3 + dˆ/2)Γ(1 + dˆ/2)
QL2ωS Qˆ
L2ω
S∗ + c.c. (3.2)
Following the procedure of [1] ((2.57-2.61) & Sec. III.C.1), we can immediately find from
this expression the RR force on the system’s constituent masses, the effective potential,
and the energy dissipated as radiation. In the remainder of this section we will focus,
for clarity, on time-domain results for even spacetime dimensions d (odd dˆ), where (3.2)
reduces to
SLO,eveneff = (−)
dˆ+1
2
dˆ(dˆ+3)(2+dˆ)
2 dˆ!! (dˆ+ 4)!!
Gd Qˆ
L2
S ∂
dˆ+4
t Q
L2
S . (3.3)
The LO RR force is given by 9
F i,LO,evenSF =
δSLO,eveneff
δxˆi(t)
= (−) dˆ+12 Gd dˆ(dˆ+3)(2+dˆ)
4 dˆ!! (dˆ+ 4)!!
δQˆijS
δxˆi(t)
∂dˆ+4t Q
ij
S , (3.4)
and it can be represented by a potential which generalizes the Burke-Thorne potential [51]
to any even dimension,
V evenBT = (−)
dˆ+1
2 Gdmx
ixj
dˆ(dˆ+3)(2+dˆ)
4 dˆ!! (dˆ+ 4)!!
∂dˆ+4t Q
ij
S . (3.5)
The LO dissipated energy is given by
dELO,even
dω
= ωdˆ+5
dˆ(dˆ+3)(2+dˆ)
4 dˆ!! (dˆ+ 4)!!
Gd
∣∣∣QijS (ω)∣∣∣2 , (3.6)
which in the time domain gives the dissipated power as
< PLO,evenrad >=
dˆ(dˆ+3)(2+dˆ)
4 dˆ!! (dˆ+ 4)!!
Gd
〈
∂
dˆ+5
2
t Q
ij
S (t)
〉2
, (3.7)
using QSij(t) to LO as given in (2.20). We note that for d = 4, (3.4) and (3.5) reproduce
precisely the well-known results for the Burke-Thorne potential and RR force, and that
for any d, (3.6) reproduces precisely the generalized Quadrupole formula of Cardoso et al.
(1.1) [24] 10; (3.7) matches Einstein’s Quadrupole formula in d = 4 [25], and generalizes it
to any even dimension.
9 Notice a factor of 1
`!
= 1
2
from switching from multi-index notation L2 to usual indices ij; see Sec. 1.2.
10 In order to revert from Gd to G, see Sec. 1.2.
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Eq. (3.2) gives the leading order RR effective action (and allows the other quantities
to be equally derived from it) in any dimension. Below we will discuss the higher order
contributions; we compute the +1PN correction, and give an outline of higher order contri-
butions. Although in this section we focus on even d, our frequency domain results hold for
odd d 11 as well. The main difference in odd dimensions appears when Fourier transforming
back to the time domain, where due to non-analytic features (branch cuts) of the effective
action as a function of (complex) frequency, the transformation introduces non-local (in
time) tail terms in the effective action (see Sec. II.C & IV of [3] for a thorough discussion
and section 4 for time-domain results).
3.2 Next to Leading order (+1PN)
At the next to leading post-Newtonian order (NLO, which is +1PN), four effects must be
considered; we shall label them E3, E2δ1, E2δˆ1 and M2, as we now detail. The scalar
quadrupole is supplemented by the scalar octupole (s=0, `=3, a.k.a E3), found exactly as
in (3.2), but with ` = 3. In addition, the scalar quadrupole itself becomes more complicated,
as it must include +1PN corrections (specialized to the N -body problem),
QL2S → QL2S + δ1QL2S =
n∑
A=1
mA x
L2
A + δ
1QL2S , (3.8)
where δ1QL2S includes five possible corrections: the +1PN non-linear corrections to the grav-
itational mass (δ1QL2S NL1), the contribution of the gravitational source current (δ
1QL2S J),
the contribution of a retardation effect from expanding the Bessel function j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr) to
subleading order (δ1QL2S b), a term with double time derivatives of ρφ (δ
1QSL2∂
2), and a
term with double time derivatives from the derivative of the Bessel function (δ1QL2S ∂b).
Altogether for any `, dˆ we find the first correction to be
δ1QLS = δ
1QLSNL1 + δ
1QLSJ + δ
1QLSb+ δ
1QLS∂
2 + δ1QLS∂b (3.9)
=
n∑
A=1
mxL
 dˆ+2
2 dˆ
v2 −
∑
B 6=A
GdmB
‖~x−~xB‖dˆ
+ 2(dˆ+1)
dˆ(`+dˆ)
iω(~x·~v)−
(
dˆ2+(`+4)dˆ+4
)
ω2r2
2dˆ(`+dˆ)(2`+dˆ+2)

A
,
and specifically for ` = 2 (the correction relevant to +1PN order), This exactly coincides
with (3.109, 3.110) of [1] for d = 4, as obtained in [52] and reproduced in [8] within the
EFT approach. At +1PN, The correction δ1QSL2 itself can appear in either the source
vertex QS (E2δ1) or in the hatted vertex QˆS (E2δˆ1).
Finally, the +1PN action includes also the leading order vector quadrupole (s=1, `=2,
a.k.a M2), which includes different QL2ωℵ Qˆ
L2ω
ℵ terms. We sum over the ℵ indices to define
the bi-vector multipoles
QLωM =
1
`+dˆ+1
∫
dDx
[
~r ∧
(
1
r +`dˆ
(
r +`dˆ+1j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr)
)′
~J + j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr)~r·
←˙→
Σ
)]
(k`xL−1). (3.10)
11 One may also formally discuss the RR effective action in non-integer d, see [3].
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We accordingly define QˆLM , and replace C
V
`,dˆ
by
CM
`,dˆ
= CV
`,dˆ
∗ D`(dˆ+ 1, 1)
D`(dˆ+ 1, 0)
, (3.11)
which accounts for the summation over the different ℵ combinations using (B.5), following
[3]. At +1PN order, for the vector contributions we can set j˜`+dˆ/2(ωr)=1 and
←→
Σ =0; the
other terms only enter at +2PN and onwards.
With these definitions, the four contributions combine to produce the radiation-reaction
effective action to NLO, given by
SNLOeff,ω = −iωdˆ+4GdCS2,dˆ
(
QL2ωS Qˆ
L2ω ∗
S + δ
1QL2ωS Qˆ
L2ω ∗
S +Q
L2ω
S δ
1QˆL2ω ∗S
)
−iωdˆ+6GdCS3,dˆQSL3ωQˆS∗L3ω − iωdˆ+4GdCM2,dˆQ
L2ω
M Qˆ
L2ω ∗
M + c.c. (3.12)
3.3 Beyond +1PN
Our method allows identification and enumeration of higher PN order corrections as well.
While we do not calculate them explicitly here, it is convenient to see how they too fall
under the general prescription. Effects such as higher-order multipoles (`), higher-spin (s)
sectors, retardation effects or non-linearities in the source terms all introduce integer PN
order corrections, and will thus only enter at +2PN. Radiation-zone non-linear corrections
and the effects of spin (intrinsic angular momentum) enter at different PN orders depending
on the dimension, as we describe below.
+2PN
At +2PN, our formalism captures easily all the relevant near-zone contributions. The
tensor field first enters at this order via the tensor quadrupole (s = 2, ` = 2, a.k.a T2).
The vector sector now also includes the vector octupole (s= 1, `= 3, a.k.a M3), as well
as +1PN corrections to the vector quadrupole (M2δ1) and (M2δˆ1), which arise from the
contributions of the gravitational stress (δ1QVL2Σ), the contribution of two time derivatives
of the gravitational current (δ1QVL2∂
2), a retardation effect (δ1QVL2b), and a derivative of
the Bessel function (δ1QVL2∂b). The scalar sector now goes up to the scalar hexadecapole
(s=0, `=4, a.k.a E4), while corrections to the lower scalar multipoles include five analog
corrections to the octupole (δ1QSL3∂
2NL1, δ1QSL3J, δ
1QSL3∂
2, δ1QSL3b, δ
1QSL3∂b) and several
new corrections to the quadrupole. For example, the contribution of T2 is given by
ST2eff,ω = −iωdˆ+4GdCT2,dˆQ
L2ω
ℵi Qˆ
L2ω∗
ℵi . (3.13)
Radiation zone corrections
We have thus far taken the propagator to be linear in the radiation zone (2.11). However,
there are non-linear corrections to the propagator, which may be included through system-
atic inclusion of non-linear terms in the action (2.2); see also discussion in section 2.1. The
first of these contributions is represented by fig. 2, and is interpreted as scattering of the
outgoing waves off the background curvature generated by the entire system’s total mass
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M (labeling the vertex in fig. 2). Its value includes a factor of the gravitational potential
GdM/λ
dˆ, where λ is the typical wavelength for radiation. As λ ∼ ω−1, the value of such
contributions is suppressed by at least (ωr)dˆGdM/r
dˆ ∼ vdˆGdM/rdˆ relative to the leading
order. In PN terms, this is equivalent to +(1+ dˆ2)PN order. In d = 4, it implies a +1.5PN
contribution; it is suppressed even further in higher dimensions. For further discussion and
calculations for the 4d case, see [1, 8, 10, 53, 54]. In the high d limit, linearized gravity
suffices.
QL QˆL
M
Figure 2. Correction to the radiation reaction due to non-linear interaction in the radiation-zone
Spin Effects
Depending on the system’s parameters and nature of its constituents, spin effects may also
need to be considered. This adds complexity and introduces new interesting effects which
are worth exploring also in higher dimensions. The important scales determining the PN
order - in addition to the typical orbital separation R and typical orbital velocity v - are
the typical size of the spinning body r0, its moment of inertia I ∼ mr20, and its typical
angular frequency ωs; together these give the spin
S ∼ I ω ∼ mr20 ωs . (3.14)
Spins can couple to the orbital angular momentum
L ∼ mvR , (3.15)
or to each other. Couplings of the first type (spin-orbit, S-O) appear in the action (at
leading order and up to dimensionless factors composed of the masses) as
SSO = #SO ·
∫
dt
G
rdˆ+2
S · L ∼
∫
dt
Gm2
Rdˆ
v
r20 ωs
R
, (3.16)
while couplings of the second type (spin-spin, S-S) appear (again at LO and up to the
masses) as
SSS = #SS ·
∫
dt
G
rdˆ+2
S · S ∼
∫
dt
Gm2
Rdˆ
r40 ω
2
s
R2
, (3.17)
where in the above equations we omit the indices of spin and angular momentum tensors
since we are interested only in orders of magnitude. In terms of the post-Newtonian
parameter v2, we recall that Gm
2
Rdˆ
is the leading order, and that
r0
R
& v2/dˆ , (3.18)
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where similarity occurs in the case of highly compact objects such as black holes (see
[55]). We focus on two interesting cases: co-rotation (ωs ∼ ω ∼ vR) and maximal spin
(ωs ∼ vsr0 ∼ 1r0 ). In the case of co-rotation, we find that S-O effects enter with a suppression
of v2
(
r0
R
)2
corresponding to PN order 1+2/dˆ, while S-S effects enter with a suppression
of v2
(
r0
R
)4
, which means PN order 1 + 4/dˆ. For maximal spin, S-O coupling incurs a
suppression of v r0R (0.5+1/dˆ PN) and S-S a suppression of
(
r0
R
)2
(2/dˆ PN). Thus for co-
rotation, spin effects only enter beyond +1PN in any dimension. For maximal rotation,
while in 4d S-O enters at +1.5PN and S-S at +2PN (compare [4, 12, 13, 56–64]), as the
dimension grows both effects become more and more important, with both effects at +1PN
for d = 5, and both entering before +1PN at d > 5. Also for d > 5, spin-spin interactions
become more dominant than spin-orbit.
4 Summary of results
In general spacetime dimension d the radiative field decouples, at the linear level, into
three sectors - scalar, vector, and tensor - with respect to the Ωdˆ+1 sphere. The radiation
is generated by the corresponding multipole moments of the source. The linearized-GR
multipoles are given in the time domain by
QLS =
(dˆ+1)
dˆ(`+dˆ)(`+dˆ+1)
∫
dDxxSTFL
[
dˆ
(
(`+dˆ)(`+dˆ+1)
dˆ+ 1
+ r∂r +
r2
dˆ
∂2t
)
j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)T
tt
−2xa
(
`+dˆ+1 + r∂r
)
j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)∂tT
ta
+
(
(`+dˆ)(`+dˆ+1)
dˆ+ 1
+ r∂r
)
j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)T
aa
+xaxb j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)∂
2
t T
ab
]
, (4.1)
QLℵ =
2
(D)
ℵabk`
`+dˆ+1
∫
dDx
[(
r +`dˆ+1j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)
)′ xbL−1
r +`dˆ
T ta−j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)∂tT acxbcL−1
]
, (4.2)
QLℵi =
`(`−1)
2

(D)
ℵabk`
(D)
ia′b′k`′
∫
dDxxbb
′L−2T aa
′
j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t) , (4.3)
where Tµν(~r, t) is the energy momentum tensor. It is useful to sum over the ℵ coordinates
to replace the vector multipoles by
QLM =
1
`+dˆ+1
∫
dDx
[
~r ∧
(
1
r +`dˆ
(
r +`dˆ+1j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)
)′
~J + j˜`+dˆ/2(ir∂t)~r·
←˙→
Σ
)]
(k`xL−1) .
(4.4)
These multipoles share the same form in any spacetime dimension. The Feynman prop-
agator (2.11) introduces 2` + dˆ factors of ω into the RR effective action (3.1). In even
dimensions, these are transformed to the time domain to become 2`+ dˆ time derivatives.
For the N-body problem at leading post-Newtonian order, the radiation-reation effec-
tive action includes only the leading order of the scalar quadrupole QijS =
∑n
A=1mA(x
ij
A)
TF
(2.20), and the action reproduces the generalized Burke-Thorne potential, as well as eq.
(1.1), as described in Sec. 3.1.
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At +1PN order, contributions arise from the scalar (mass) octupole,
QL3S = Q
ijk
S =
n∑
A=1
mA
[
xixjxk − 1
D + 2
(
δijxk + δikxj + δjkxi
)
x2
]
A
, (4.5)
from the vector (current) quadrupole,
QL2M = Q
ij
M = 2
n∑
A=1
[
m
(
~r ∧ ~J
)
(ixj)
]
A
, (4.6)
and from corrections to the scalar quadrupole,
δ1QL2S =
n∑
A=1
mA
 dˆ+2
2 dˆ
v2A −
∑
B 6=A
GdmB
‖~xA−~xB‖dˆ
xL2A − 2(dˆ+1)
dˆ(dˆ+2)
∂t
(
~xA ·~vA xL2A
)
+
(
dˆ2+6dˆ+4
)
2dˆ(dˆ+2)(dˆ+6)
∂2t
(
r2A x
L2
A
) . (4.7)
Taken together we find the radiation-reaction effective action to +1PN, which in the case
of even dimension d is
SNLOeff = (−)
dˆ+1
2 Gd
∫
dt
[
dˆ(dˆ+ 2)(dˆ+ 3)
2 dˆ!! (dˆ+ 4)!!
(
QˆL2S ∂
d+1
t Q
L2
S + Qˆ
L2
S ∂
d+1
t δ
1QL2S + δ
1QˆL2S ∂
d+1
t Q
L2
S
)
− dˆ(dˆ+ 4)(dˆ+ 3)
6 dˆ!!(dˆ+ 6)!!
QˆL3S ∂
d+3
t Q
L3
S +
2 dˆ (dˆ+ 3)
3 dˆ!! (dˆ+ 4)!!
QˆL2M ∂
d+1
t Q
L2
M
]
. (4.8)
This is the main result of this paper. It matches (3.111) of [1] in d = 4 (upon re-introduction
of 1/`! from the summation convention), and extends it to different dimensions. The energy
dissipated from the system, as well as the gravitational self-force acting on it, can be read
off from this equation.
While all the results of this paper, presented in the frequency domain, are valid for any
spacetime dimension, for odd dimensions the Fourier transformation to the time domain
introduces non-local “tail” expressions in the action. This happens due to the appearance
of branch cuts in the frequency domain effective action. For a thorough discussion of this,
see eq. (4.7, 4.8, 4.14, 4.15) of [3]; as an example, the time-domain effective action in odd
d is given by
Sˆeff = Gd
∫
dt
∑
L
(−)`+ dˆ+12
[
CS
`,dˆ
S(S)(t) + CM
`,dˆ
S(M)(t) + CT
`,dˆ
S(T )(t)
]
, (4.9)
S(t) = QˆL(t)
[(
1
2
H(2`+ dˆ)−H(`+ dˆ
2
)
)
∂2`+dˆt Q
L
 (t)
−
∫ t
−∞
dt′
(
1
t− t′∂
2`+dˆ
t′ Q
L
 (t
′)
)∣∣∣∣
regularized
]
, (4.10)
where  ∈ {S, V, T}, H(n) is the n’th Harmonic Number, and regularization (hence the
effective coefficient of the local part) depends on shot-distance details of the system, in
particular on the scale (see also [3, 19, 65, 66]).
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A Properties of spherical derivatives
The generalized spherical metric for coordinates {t, r,Ω1,Ω2, . . . ,Ωdˆ+1} is
gµν = diag{−1, 1, r2Π1, r2Π2, . . . , r2Πdˆ+1}, Πi =
i−1∏
j=1
sin2 Ωj , (A.1)
from which we find all the Christoffel symbols
ΓrΩaΩb = −rgΩaΩb , ΓΩarΩb = Γ
Ωb
rΩa
=
1
r
gΩaΩb =
1
r
δΩaΩb , Γ
t
αβ = Γ
α
tβ = 0,
ΓΩaΩbΩc = δ
Ωa
Ωb
θ(a− c)cotΩc + δΩaΩc θ(a− b)cotΩb − δ
Ωb
Ωc
θ(b− a) Πb
Πa
cot Ωa, (A.2)
where θ(a− b)=1 for a>b, otherwise 0. The Riemann tensor on the sphere is
RΩaΩbΩcΩd = gΩaΩcgΩbΩd − gΩaΩdgΩbΩc . (A.3)
We shall also make use of the relation
gΩΩ
′
gΩΩ′ = dˆ+ 1, (A.4)
and note that
gΩΩ′,Ω = 0. (A.5)
The volume element is
√−g ddx = rdˆ+1
dˆ∏
i=1
(sin Ωi)
dˆ+1−i dtdrdΩ1· · ·Ωdˆ+1 , dt rdˆ+1dr dΩdˆ+1. (A.6)
Using the Riemann tensor we find the commutation relations for a tensor on the sphere:
[DΩa , DΩb ]VΩc = R
Ωd
ΩcΩbΩa
VΩd = gΩc[ΩaVΩb] (A.7)
The commutators for tensors give
[DΩa , DΩb ]TΩcΩd = gΩaΩcTΩbΩd − gΩbΩcTΩaΩd + gΩaΩdTΩbΩc − gΩbΩdTΩaΩc , (A.8)
[DΩ′′ , DQ] (DΩ′′VP ) = (dˆ+ 1)DQVP − gQPDΩ′′VΩ′′ . (A.9)
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B Spherical fields
For a rank-2 tensor Aµν in d dimensions we use the following spherical decomposition (A’s
L, ω indices are suppressed):
Aαβ =
Att Atr AtΩAtr Arr ArΩ
AtΩ ArΩ AΩΩ′

=
∫∑AttnL AtrnL At∂ΩnL+AtℵnLℵΩ· · · ArrnL Ar∂ΩnL+ArℵnLℵΩ
· · · · · · ASnLΩΩ′+A˜Sn˜LΩΩ′+AℵnLℵΩΩ′+AℵinLℵiΩΩ′
e−iωt, (B.1)
where we use the scalar multipoles nL, the divergenceless vector multipoles nLℵΩ
12 and the
tensor multipoles nLℵℵ′ΩΩ′ (which are symmetric, traceless and divergenceless)
13. These
multipoles are all dimensionless, and depend only on the angular coordinates. They are
related to the scalar, vector and tensor spherical harmonics:
nL =
xL
r`
= Y S , DΩn
L = Y SΩ , n
L
ΩΩ′ = gΩΩ′n
L , n˜LΩΩ′ =
(
DΩDΩ′ +
cs
dˆ+1
gΩΩ′
)
nL,
nLℵΩ =
xLℵΩ
r`
= Y ℵΩ , n
L
ℵΩΩ′ =
1
2
(
DΩn
L
ℵΩ′ +DΩ′n
L
ℵΩ
)
, nLℵiΩΩ′ =
xLℵiΩΩ′
r`
= Y ℵiΩΩ′ . (B.4)
Using [3, 72, 73], the numbers D`(dˆ + 1, ) of such independent multipoles of order ` and
sector  on the Ωdˆ+1-sphere are
D`(dˆ+ 1, 0) =
(2`+ dˆ)(`+ dˆ− 1)!
dˆ! `!
, D`(dˆ+ 1, 1) =
`(`+ dˆ)(2`+ dˆ)(`+ dˆ− 2)!
(dˆ− 1)! (`+ 1)! ,
D`(dˆ+ 1, 2) =
(dˆ+ 2)(dˆ− 1)(`+ dˆ+ 1)(`− 1)(2`+ dˆ)(`+ dˆ− 2)!
2 dˆ! (`+ 1)!
. (B.5)
The spherical multipoles satisfy the derivative properties (using appendix A)
∂thLω = −iωh , ∂rhLω = h′Lω , ∂rnLX = 0 , ∂rxLX =
`
r
xLX , (B.6)
DΩhLω = 0 , DΩn
L
ℵΩ = 0 , DΩn
L
ℵiΩΩ′ = DΩ′n
L
ℵiΩΩ′ = 0 , (B.7)
gΩΩ
′
nLℵΩΩ′ = 0 , DΩn˜
L
ΩΩ′ = −
dˆ cˆs
dˆ+1
DΩ′n
L , DΩn
L
ℵΩΩ′ = −
cˆs
2
nLℵΩ′ , (B.8)
12The vector multipoles are enumerated by an antisymmetric multi-index ℵ taken from the Hebrew
alphabet, representing D − 3 spherical indices:
nLℵΩ = 
(dˆ+1)
ℵΩ Ω′ D
Ω′nL =
(
?(~r ∧~∇)
)
ℵΩ
nL , (B.2)
where 
(dˆ+1)
Ω1···Ωdˆ+1
is the completely antisymmetric symbol on the Ωdˆ+1-sphere, ∧ is the exterior product and
? is the Hodge duality operator [67–70]. The spatial Levi-Civita tensor will be marked 
(D)
a1···aD .
13The tensor multipoles (of rank 2, generalizing [71]) are enumerated by 2 antisymmetric multi-indices
ℵ,ℵ′:
nLℵℵ′ΩΩ′ = 
(dˆ+1)
ℵΩΨ 
(dˆ+1)
ℵ′Ω′Ψ′D
ΨDΨ
′
nL . (B.3)
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where a prime denotes r-derivatives ( ′ := ∂r). They are eigenfunctions of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator on the (dˆ+ 1)-sphere, ∆dˆ+1 = DΩD
Ω, with eigenvalues
∆dˆ+1n
L = −csnL , ∆dˆ+1nLΩΩ′ = −csnLΩΩ′ , ∆dˆ+1DΩxL = −(cs−dˆ)DΩnL (B.9)
∆dˆ+1n
L
ℵΩ = −(cs−1)nLℵΩ , ∆dˆ+1nLℵΩΩ′ = −(cs−d)nLℵΩΩ′ , (B.10)
∆dˆ+1n˜
L
ΩΩ′ = −(cs − 2(dˆ+1))n˜LΩΩ′ , ∆dˆ+1nLℵiΩΩ′ = −(cs−2)nLℵiΩΩ′ . (B.11)
The scalar, vector and tensor basis elements are orthogonal to each other, and we use the
following normalization conditions in d dimensions ([72, 73]),∫
dΩdˆ+1nL`(Ωdˆ+1)n
L′
`′ (Ωdˆ+1) = N`,dˆΩdˆ+1δ``′δL`L′`′
,∫
dΩdˆ+1g
ΩΩ′DΩnL`DΩ′n
L′
`′ = cs ·N`,dˆΩdˆ+1δ``′δL`L′`′ ,∫
dΩdˆ+1g
ΩΩ′nL`ℵΩn
L′
`′
ℵ′Ω′ = cs ·N`,dˆΩdˆ+1δ``′δL`L′`′ δℵℵ′ ,∫
dΩdˆ+1g
ΩΩ′gΨΨ
′
nL`ΩΨn
L′
`′
Ω′Ψ′ = (dˆ+1)N`,dˆΩdˆ+1δ``′δL`L′`′
,∫
dΩdˆ+1g
ΩΩ′gΨΨ
′
n˜L`ΩΨn˜
L′
`′
Ω′Ψ′ =
dˆ cs cˆs
dˆ+1
·N`,dˆΩdˆ+1δ``′δL`L′`′ ,∫
dΩdˆ+1g
ΩΩ′gΨΨ
′
nL`ℵΩΨn
L′
`′
ℵ′Ω′Ψ′ =
cs cˆs
2
·N`,dˆΩdˆ+1δ``′δL`L′`′ ,∫
dΩdˆ+1g
ΩΩ′gΨΨ
′
nL`ℵiΩΨn
L′
`′
ℵ′i′Ω′Ψ′ = dˆ
2cs(cs−dˆ)·N`,dˆΩdˆ+1δ``′δL`L′`′ δℵℵ′δii′ . (B.12)
B.1 More spherical expressions
The d-dimensional trace of Aµν is given by
A:=gαα˜Aαα˜=
∫∑(
−Att +Arr + dˆ+ 1
r2
AS
)
nLe−iωt ,
∫∑
AnL e−iωt, (B.13)
and its divergence is given by
(divA)α = Aαβ;
β =−∂tAtα+(Arα,r−ΓµrαAµr)+
gΩΩ
′
r2
(
AαΩ,Ω′−ΓµΩ′αAµΩ−ΓµΩΩ′Aµα
)
.(B.14)
Explicitly, its components are given by
(divA)t =
∫∑
e−iωt
[
iωAtt +
(
∂r +
dˆ+ 1
r
)
Atr − cs
r2
At
]
nL, (B.15)
(divA)r =
∫∑
e−iωt
[
iωAtr +
(
∂r +
dˆ+ 1
r
)
Arr − cs
r2
Ar − dˆ+ 1
r3
AS
]
nL, (B.16)
(divA)Ω =
∫∑
e−iωt
{[
iωAt+
(
∂r+
dˆ+1
r
)
Ar+
AS
r2
− dˆ cˆs
(dˆ+1) r2
A˜S
]
DΩnL
+
[
iωAtℵ +
(
∂r+
dˆ+1
r
)
Arℵ − cˆs
2r2
Aℵ
]
nLℵΩ
}
, (B.17)
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where we have used
DΩ
′
AΩΩ′ =
∫∑
e−iωt
[(
AS − dˆ cˆs
dˆ+1
A˜S
)
DΩn
L − cˆs
2
nLℵΩAℵ
]
. (B.18)
C Action in spherical fields: Kinetic terms
In this appendix we express the linearized GR kinetic term with gauge-invariant spherical
fields. We start with the action (2.2). Note that the terms containing traces of the
perturbation ∼ Dhαα can be expressed only with d-scalars, and thus do not contribute
to any vectorial or tensorial terms; and that in fact tensorial terms arise only from the
term ∼ Dγhαβ Dγhαβ. After expansions, partial integrations and use of the normalization
conditions, we find the homogenous part of the action (L, ω indices will be suppressed
throughout much of this appendix),
SEH =
∫∑
L,ω
∫
drL(r) =
∫∑
L,ω
N`,dˆ
8(dˆ+1)Gd
∫
rdˆ+1drL˜(r), (C.1)
where the action decomposes into scalar, vector and tensor sectors
L˜(r) = L˜S(r) + L˜V (r) + L˜T (r). (C.2)
The tensor sector includes a single contribution,
L˜T = h
∗
ℵiEℵi,
Eℵi =
dˆ2cs(cs−dˆ)
2 r4
(
ω2+∂2r+
dˆ−3
r
∂r− cs+2(dˆ−2)
r2
)
hℵi. (C.3)
This matches (5.6) of [27], if we set Φℵi ∼ r−2hℵi. Defining
hℵi = r−(`+2)hℵi, (C.4)
it can also be presented in the master-form
LT =
N`,dˆ
8(dˆ+1)Gd
dˆ2cs(cs−dˆ)
2
r2`+dˆ+1 h∗ℵi Lhℵi, (C.5)
where L is the master operator defined in (2.6).
The vector sector is comprised of three terms,
L˜V = h
∗
tℵEtℵ + h
∗
rℵErℵ + h
∗
ℵEℵ, (C.6)
Etℵ = − cs
r2
[(
∂2r+
dˆ−1
r
∂r− cs+dˆ−1
r2
)
htℵ+iω
((
∂r+
dˆ+1
r
)
hrℵ− cˆs
2r2
hℵ
)]
, (C.7)
Erℵ =
cs
r2
[(
ω2− cˆs
r2
)
hrℵ−iω
(
∂r− 2
r
)
htℵ+
cˆs
2r2
(
∂r− 2
r
)
hℵ
]
, (C.8)
Eℵ =
cscˆs
4 r4
[[
4
r
−2
(
∂r+
dˆ+1
r
)]
hrℵ−2iωhtℵ+
[
ω2+∂2r+
dˆ−3
r
∂r+2
2−dˆ
r2
]
hℵ
]
, (C.9)
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The field hrℵ appears in the equation Erℵ = 0 (C.8) without derivatives. Thus we can
solve for it algebraically,
hrℵ =
1
MV (r)
[
iωr2
(
∂r− 2
r
)
htℵ − cˆs
2
(
∂r− 2
r
)
hℵ
]
, (C.10)
where MV (r) = ω
2r2 − cˆs (compare (5.9, 5.10) of [27]). We thus see hrℵ is an auxiliary
field. We plug this expression in the equations for Etℵ, Eℵ, LV ,
L˜V = h
∗
tℵEtℵ+h
∗
ℵEℵ
=
cscˆs
4 r2MV
(
r2Φℵ
)∗
LV
(
r2Φℵ
)
=
cscˆs
4
Φ∗ℵ
[
Φℵ +
1
rdˆ+1
∂r
(
rdˆ+3
MV
∂rΦℵ
)]
, (C.11)
where LV = ∂
2
r +
(
dˆ−3− 2cˆsMV
)
1
r∂r+
(
2−dˆ+ 2cˆsMV +
MV
2
)
2
r2
, and the vector part of the action is
seen to depend only on the single gauge-invariant field (compare (5.12, 5.13) of [27], and
[41])
Φℵ = r−2 (2htℵ+iωhℵ) . (C.12)
Since L˜V only appears in the integral (C.1), we can integrate by parts to obtain
L˜V =
cscˆs
4
[
(Φℵ)2 − r
2
MV (r)
(∂rΦℵ)2
]
. (C.13)
Defining the field hℵ using the canonical transformations(
2(`−1)(`+dˆ) r`+dˆ+1hℵ
)
:=
∂L
∂
(
Φ∗ℵ
)′ = − cscˆs2MV rdˆ+3(Φℵ)′
=⇒ (Φℵ)′ = − 4 r
`
`(`+dˆ+1)
(
ω2− cˆs
r2
)
hℵ , (C.14)(
2(`−1)(`+dˆ) r`+dˆ+1hℵ
)′
:=
∂L
∂
(
Φ∗ℵ
) = 1
2
cscˆsr
dˆ+1Φℵ
=⇒ Φℵ = 4
`(`+dˆ+1) rdˆ+1
(
r`+dˆ+1hℵ
)′
, (C.15)
and again using integration by parts, we can present the vector contribution as well in the
master-form (compare with (C.5), differing only in the prefactor constants)
LV =
N`,dˆ
8(dˆ+1)Gd
8(`−1)(`+dˆ)
(`+dˆ+1)`
r2`+dˆ+1 h∗ℵ Lhℵ. (C.16)
In the remaining scalar sector, we also expect a reduction to a single gauge-invariant
field. We first notice that 3 of the fields (htr, hrr, hr) appear without r-derivatives in
the action; thus variations with respect to their complex conjugates (h∗tr, h∗rr, h∗r) give us
algebraic equations14. Hence these fields can be found by solving the system given by the
14 The complete derivation of the scalar sector of the action, along with the collection of terms to the
gauge invariant combination, can be found in Mathematica code in our additional notes online [74].
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(hermitian) matrix A15,
A
 htrhrr
cs
r hr
 = B; A :=
 cs −(dˆ+ 1)iωr iωr(dˆ+ 1)iωr dˆ(dˆ+1)2 − dˆ
−iωr −dˆ ω2r2+2dˆcs
 , B =
B1B2
B3,
 , (C.17)
with
B1 := cs∂rht − (dˆ+1)iω
(
∂r− 1
r
)
hS
B2 :=
cs−(dˆ+1)r∂r
2
htt+iωcsht−
(
dˆ(cs+dˆ+1)
2r2
− dˆ(dˆ+1)
2r
∂r− dˆ+1
2
ω2
)
hS− dˆcscˆsh˜S
2(dˆ+1)r2
B3 := (r∂r − 1)htt+iω(r∂r − 2)ht+ dˆ
r
(
2
r
− ∂r
)
hS−r∂r
(
dˆcˆs
(dˆ+1)r2
h˜S
)
. (C.18)
We solve these simultaneously to find htrhrr
cs
r hr
 = A−1B = 1
2MS(r)
A˜−1B, (C.19)
A˜−1 =

dˆ
(
2dˆcˆs−(dˆ+1)ω2r2
)
2iωr
(
dˆ(cs−2dˆ−2)−(dˆ+1)ω2r2
)
−iωrcsdˆ(dˆ+1)
∗ −4csdˆ 2cs
(
(dˆ+1)ω2r2−dˆcs
)
∗ ∗ cs(dˆ+1)
(
2(dˆ+1)ω2r2−csdˆ
)
,
MS(r) := cscˆsdˆ
2 − 2cˆsdˆ(dˆ+1)ω2r2 + (dˆ+1)2ω4r4,
where the matrix terms under the main diagonal (in asterisks) are completed by hermiticity.
Plugging (C.19) back into the action (C.1-C.2), we find that hS drops out entirely, and the
three remaining fields htt, ht and h˜S appear only combined in the single gauge invariant
field (compare (4.30) of [27] in the flat space limit)
Φ := htt + 2iωht − ω2h˜S . (C.20)
The scalar action is thus given by
L˜S =
1
MS(r)
[α∂rΦ
∗∂rΦ + β (∂rΦ∗Φ+Φ∗∂rΦ) + γΦ∗Φ] , (C.21)
α = −dˆ(dˆ+1)cscˆs, β = cscˆs
r
(
csdˆ−(dˆ+1)ω2r2
)
, γ =
cscˆs
r2
(
2(dˆ+1)ω2r2−csdˆ
)
. (C.22)
Following [27] we canonically transform to Φ˜ with the generating function,
F
[
Φ,Φ∗, Φ˜, Φ˜∗
]
= −cˆsr
dˆ−1
2
(
Φ˜∗Φ + Φ˜Φ∗
)
, (C.23)
15 We mark that this matrix is identical to (4.35) of [27], adapted to a flat background - up to ordering
of the fields, scalings in the field definitions, and sign mismatches stemming from the choice of Lorentzian
over Euclidean signature. Using our definitions, the matrices A, A−1, A˜−1 are dimensionless.
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and after partial integrations find
LS =
N`,dˆ
8(dˆ+1)Gd
dˆ(dˆ+1)cˆs
cs
Φ˜∗
[
∂2r + ω
2 +
(
cs +
dˆ2 − 1
4
)
1
r2
]
Φ˜, (C.24)
which we recognize as the Zerilli action [38]. Defining the field
h = − dˆ(`+dˆ+1)
2`
r−(`+
dˆ+1
2
)Φ˜, (C.25)
we find the homogenous scalar action in the familiar master form (compare (C.5, C.16))
LS =
N`,dˆ
8(dˆ+1)Gd
4(dˆ+1)(`−1)`
dˆ(`+dˆ+1)(`+dˆ)
r2`+dˆ+1h∗ Lh . (C.26)
D Action in spherical fields: Source terms
We wish to construct the inhomogeneous part of the action Smat (2.3), which describes the
interaction of the gravitational field with matter sources, in terms of the gauge invariant
spherical fields and corresponding source functions. We decompose the stress-energy tensor
as
T tt =
∫∑
T ttLωnLe
−iωt , T tr =
∫∑
T trLωnLe
−iωt , T rr =
∫∑
T rrLωnLe
−iωt
T tΩ =
∫∑(
T tLω∂
ΩnL + T
tℵ
Lωn
ℵΩ
L
)
e−iωt , T rΩ =
∫∑(
T rLω∂
ΩnL + T
rℵ
Lωn
ℵΩ
L
)
e−iωt
TΩΩ
′
=
∫∑[
TSLωn
ΩΩ′
L + T˜
S
Lωn˜
ΩΩ′
L + T
ℵ
Lωn
ℵΩΩ′
L + T
ℵi
Lωn
ℵiΩΩ′
L
]
e−iωt . (D.1)
We shall also use the inverse transformations,
T
(tt/tr/rr)
Lω (r) =
(
N`,dˆΩdˆ+1
)−1∫∫
dΩdˆ+1dte
iωtnLT
(tt/tr/rr)(~r, t), (D.2)
TLω(r) =
(
N`,dˆΩdˆ+1(dˆ+1) r
2
)−1∫∫
dΩdˆ+1dte
iωtnL [T
aa(~r, t)− T rr(~r, t)] , (D.3)
T
(t/r)ℵ
Lω (r) =
(
csN`,dˆΩdˆ+1
)−1∫∫
dΩdˆ+1dte
iωt
(D)
ℵ a b k`
`
r
nbL−1T (t/r)a, (D.4)
TℵiLω (r) =
1
N`,dˆΩdˆ+1dˆ
2cs(cs−dˆ)
∫∫
dΩdˆ+1dte
iωt
(D)
ℵabk`
(D)
ia′b′k`′
`(`−1)
r2
nbb
′L−2T aa
′
, (D.5)
where Tµr = T rµ = x
c
r T
µc and T rr = x
cxd
r2
T cd.
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Using the divergence expressions (B.14-B.17), current conservation DµT
µν = 0 is recast
as the d equations (we henceforth suppress L, ω indices)
0 = −iωT tt +
(
∂r +
dˆ+ 1
r
)
T tr − csT t , (D.6)
0 = −iωT tr +
(
∂r +
dˆ+ 1
r
)
T rr − csT r − (dˆ+ 1)r TS (D.7)
0 = −iωT t +
(
∂r +
dˆ+3
r
)
T r + TS − dˆ cˆs
(dˆ+1)
T˜S , (D.8)
0 = −iωT tℵ +
(
∂r +
dˆ+3
r
)
T rℵ − cˆs
2
Tℵ . (D.9)
From these we can eliminate the fields T t,T r,T˜S , and Tℵ, retaining only the scalars
T tt,T tr,T rr,TS , the vectors T tℵ,T rℵ and the tensor Tℵi:
T t =
1
cs
[
−iωT tt +
(
∂r +
dˆ+ 1
r
)
T tr
]
, (D.10)
T r =
1
cs
[
−iωT tr +
(
∂r +
dˆ+ 1
r
)
T rr − (dˆ+ 1)r TS
]
, (D.11)
T˜S =
(dˆ+1)
dˆ cs cˆs
[(
cs −
(
dˆ+1
)(
r∂r+dˆ+4
))
TS − ω2T tt − 2iω
(
∂r +
dˆ+2
r
)
T tr
+
(
∂2r + 2
dˆ+2
r
∂r +
(dˆ+1)(dˆ+2)
r2
)
T rr
]
, (D.12)
Tℵ =
2
cˆs
[
−iωT tℵ +
(
∂r +
dˆ+3
r
)
T rℵ
]
. (D.13)
Plugging the expansions (2.4,D.1) into (2.3) and using (D.6-D.9) and (C.10,C.19), we
find
Smat = −1
2
∫∑∫ [
hT ∗ + hℵ T ℵ ∗ + hℵi T ℵi ∗ + c.c.
]
dr , (D.14)
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where the source functions (Scalar, Vector, Tensor) are given by
T := −
N`,dˆ Ωdˆ+1 (dˆ+ 1) r
`+dˆ+3
dˆ(`+dˆ)(`+dˆ+1)
 dˆ
r
∂r + ω
2 −
dˆ
(
cs − 2(dˆ+ 1)
)
(dˆ+ 1)r2
 J , (D.15)
J := T tt +
2iω
rdˆ+1
(
(dˆ+1)(−dˆcˆs + (dˆ+1)r2ω2)rdˆ+3
MS
T tr
)′
+
2i(dˆ+1)2r3ω3
MS
T tr
−(dˆ+1)2
[
1
rdˆ+1
(
ω2rdˆ+5
MS
T rr
)′ ]′
−(dˆ+1)2
(
r3ω2(cscˆs(dˆ−1)dˆ2 − 2dˆ(dˆ+1)2cˆsr2ω2 + (dˆ+3)(dˆ+1)2r4ω4)
M2S
T rr
)′
+
1
M2S
[
c2s cˆ
2
sdˆ
3−cscˆsdˆ2(dˆ+1)(2cs+(dˆ+1)(dˆ2+dˆ−4))r2ω2
+cˆsdˆ(dˆ+1)
2(cs+2dˆ(dˆ+1)(dˆ+3))r
4ω4 − (dˆ+1)4(dˆ+2)(dˆ+3)r6ω6
]
T rr
+
(dˆ+1)3
rdˆ+2
(
ω2 rdˆ+7
MS
TS
)′
+
(dˆ+1)cˆs r
2(csdˆ− (dˆ+1)ω2r2)
MS
TS , (D.16)
T ℵ := −
2N`,dˆ Ωdˆ+1 (`+dˆ) r
`+dˆ+1
`+dˆ+1
[
r2 T tℵ +
1
rdˆ+1
(
iωrdˆ+5
MV
T rℵ
)′ ]′
, (D.17)
T ℵi :=
N`,dˆ Ωdˆ+1
2
dˆ2cs(cs − dˆ) r`+dˆ+3 Tℵi . (D.18)
E Origin-normalized Bessel functions
For B a Bessel function of the first or second kind or a Hankel function, i.e. B ∈ {J, Y,H±},
and with α representing its order, we define the origin normalized Bessel functions b˜α as
b˜α := Γ(α+ 1)2
αBα(x)
xα
, (E.1)
These functions satisfy the equation (compare 2.10)[
∂2x +
2α+ 1
x
∂x + 1
]
b˜α(x) = 0 . (E.2)
The purpose of the definition is to have j˜α normalized to 1 at the origin x = 0. Around
the origin it is given around by the Taylor expansion (which contains only even powers)
j˜α(x) =
∞∑
p=0
(−)p (2α)!!
(2p)!!(2p+ 2α)!!
x2p = 1− x
2
2(2α+ 2)
+ · · · . (E.3)
The asymptotic form for x→∞ is best stated in terms of the Hankel functions h˜± := j˜±iy˜
h˜±α (x) ∼ (∓i)α+1/2
2α+1/2Γ(α+ 1)√
pi
e±ix
xα+1/2
. (E.4)
For more details, see appendix B.2 of [3].
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